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This year’s Cancelled Pioneer Run - The scene at Epsom.
This 1912 Pivot hails from the Australian Outback and is of 402 cc

A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
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ell I’m sure we were all saddened by the cancellation of the 75th
Pioneer Run, due to the appalling weather conditions. It was
definitely the right decision, when I was driving to Kempton Park the day
before the conditions were so bad that I decided not to ride the next day
unless the weather improved considerably. There’s enough to contend
with on a 1914 direct-drive machine without adding snow and slippery
roads into the equation; and sadly as forecast the weather did not
improve. Another issue is that it’s organised and staffed by volunteers,
many of whom wouldn’t have been able to get there in addition to some Northern competitors.
Although I was personally extremely disappointed by the cancellation as it was to have been
my first run, personally I would not have taken to the road on two wheels.

Sunday 26th May

An event for Pre-1940 machines of any make, starting from The Six Bells Public house in the
picturesque village of Chiddingly, East Sussex. Choice of two routes, 30 or 50 miles with first
rider away at 11.00. Ploughman’s lunch (Cheese or Ham) is available from The Six Bells if pre
booked on entry form. Entry forms are available from the Secretary of the meeting Charles
Smith, Tresillian, Waterhouse Lane, Kingswood, Surrey, KT20 6LF. Contact Phone number
07802 468109

Constable Run

Baz Staple

This run, in charming Essex countryside, originally set up by Jane and Ian Akers and
successfully organised by the extended families of Akers, Styles and Brown, and finally by Ian
Monk, now lacks a Secretary and Clerk of Course. It traditionally takes place in September
and has been based on a couple of different start and finish points. The past paper work is
available and it would be appreciated if somebody would contact either me or Ian McGill to go
through the fairly straightforward process of putting this run on. This event has had a good
following and goes through attractive country. The club does not wish to lose this pleasant
event.

Vice Presidents
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, P Donaldson, I D McGill
Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd

Registered in England No. 3011502
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Garden of England Run 14th July

Tony Lloyd

On Sunday 14th July the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club are once again running their ever
popular Garden of England Run for veteran, vintage and post-vintage motorcycles and three
wheelers of any make. As with all Sunbeam Club events the Run is open to all. No messing
about remembering membership cards and such.
This year the Run falls on Bastille Day. So in the spirit of Entente Cordiale, any French Bikes
and/or French Riders will be given a free entry.
Last year we included a Post-Vintage (1932-1939) class. This proved to be very popular
and is now a permanent feature.
The event will start and finish at Headcorn Airfield, south of Headcorn village in Kent on
the A274. An interesting route is provided around the rural and quiet roads of Kent, it is
comprehensively marked and selected to be suitable for machines of this era. Marshals will
be posted at key points. The course is 45 miles and fairly flat. A warm welcome is assured in
the lunch stop at the Lord Raglan pub near Staplehurst for a prepaid lunch. Souvenir horse
brasses are awarded to all finishers.
Headcorn airfield offers continuous entertainment for support crew with regular small
aircraft movement and parachuting. There is also a cafe and museum.
Kent, the Garden of England, is an interesting area for veteran and vintage riders, why not
make a weekend of it? Camping is available on-site. For entry forms and regulations contact
Tony Lloyd, details on the Club Calendar inside back cover.

Dr Kelly Swanston

John Hodson

On the 17th February 2013 Dr Kelly Swanston died aged 104. Dr Swanston had a life-long
interest in motor cycling which started when he was at school. He was an amateur motor
cycle racer before the Second World War competing on BSA Sloper, Velocette, New Imperial
and Norton motor cycles. He raced in the Isle of Man Grand Prix Junior and Senior events.
In the Junior event he finished 17th in 1933, 18th in 1934 and 3rd in 1935. In the Senior race
he finished 3rd in 1932, 2nd in 1933 and 1934 and won in 1935. His 1935 victory included
breaking the lap record.
Dr Kelly studied medicine at Edinburgh University and qualified in 1934, after work as a
ship’s doctor and wartime service with the RAF he settled in Sowerby, North Yorkshire. He
worked as a GP in Sowerby for 40 years before retiring to Helmsley where he pursued his
many and varied interests.

75th Sunbeam MCC –

Pioneer Run® 24th March 2013

Ian D McGill

Unfortunately I had to make the difficult decision to cancel the 75th Pioneer Run® on Saturday
morning. The situation on Epsom Downs was that heavy snow and low temperatures had
made the area un-useable.
The predicted weather forecast of further snow and minus three overnight would have made
the route unsafe for riding veteran motorcycles in my opinion.

Keith Gibbins

Please bear in mind that this event is run under an ACU permit as a Road Safety Rally, and
any accidents that may have occurred could well have jeopardised the future of the event and
the reputation of the Sunbeam MCC

With the regrettable cancellation of the Pioneer Run I can offer up to four entries for anyone
who has a Pioneer Run eligible machine and would like to enter the West Kent over the first
weekend in August. See www.westkentrun.co.uk for details.

I spent the day on Saturday contacting riders by phone and email, there was a terrific
response from the ‘Jungle Drums’ and word soon got around, each and every rider I spoke to
said that it was the correct decision, there were also announcements on local radio.

Though the run is shown as full, I hold back a certain number for our French APAPA club
friends. They have now given me their entry list and it is slightly less than previous years,
which is why I can make this offer.

I can only apologise to all entrants, especially our friends from abroad some of whom travel
many hundreds of miles (sorry kilometres) to ride in this event; never before have we been
stopped by such difficult weather conditions.

The Golden Era Run

Some thirty four riders did make it to the start, some of whom did decide to try for a ride to
Brighton, how many arrived is unknown, but following soon after them I did not come across
them, so guess they went very fast or found the conditions not favourable.

International West Kent Run

David Town

Sunbeam Club members are invited to participate in The Golden Era Run on August Bank
Holiday Monday, 26th August 2013.
An event for all Pre-1931 motorcycles and three-wheelers, starting from the Yorkshire Air
Museum, Elvington, nr York. Here’s an opportunity to give your Veteran or Vintage bike an
outing on quiet roads in the beautiful countryside of the Vale of York and the adjacent Wolds,
finishing up with lunch in the NAAFI.
We offer a choice of circular routes, flat which is approximately 30 miles, suitable for even
the earliest single-speed machines and hilly, a more challenging run of 60 miles for those who
relish a hill or two.
Organised by the North East Section of the VMCC, information and entry forms are available
from David Town, Stable Yard, Cross Lane, Bingley BD16 4LN. Or by e-mail davidjtown@
tiscali.co.uk or download from VMCC website, NE Section.
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Many thanks to our sponsors, The National Motorcycle Museum, Bonhams and The Classic
Motor Cycle magazine.
We are now looking forward to the 2014 event, when all machines will be 100 years old or
more, and hopefully a return to our usual ‘Sunbeam’ weather.
Ian D.McGill. Pioneer Run Organiser.

The Rose of The Shires Run
Sunday June 9th at The Stoke Bruerne Canal Centre, Nr Towcester.
Super route through Super countryside with Super machines.
Good company, Good lunch and Good weather (hopefully!)
Open to all pre-1931 machines.
Please send an SAE for an Entry form: Ian Young, 40 Salter Street,
Berkeley, Glos GL13 9DB . Tel: 01435 810929
April - May 2013
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

and foul. We are perfectly capable of making our minds up as to whether we can cope with
the conditions.
Sunbeam MCC is going to lose a lot of friends by cancelling such a major event. Even the
notification was done in a haphazard way. I am a Committee member but I was not informed
by the Committee Group email or by phone (my phone number is on the inside front page of
every Sunbeam magazine). I was informed by a casual friend.
A disastrous day in our Club's history.

Re: Pioneer Run® Cancellation

Tony Lloyd, by e-mail.

Dear Julie,
Thank you very much for your e-mail with the news. It was a brave decision but the right
one. Safety and enjoyment are the key considerations and both were compromised.

Editor’s Note: Tony was included on the round robin e-mail sent to those on the Newsletter mailing list,
I can only apologise that he did not receive this e-mail. I understand that all entrants were telephoned
to advise them of the cancellation, and our website was updated with the news on Saturday morning.

I do want to thank you all for the enormous effort you put in to make the event such a great
occasion and am so sorry that you haven't been able to see it through this year.

I also felt it only fair that the appropriate people had the opportunity to respond prior to going to press,
and below is my co-editor’s response.

Please accept my 2013 fee as a donation to the S.M.C.C. and I look forward to hopefully
being able to take part in the 75th next year.

Dear Julie,
I was very disappointed to read Tony Lloyd’s letter about the cancellation of the Pioneer
Run®. In view of the snow and ice that was already about and the possibility of more, I feel
that the decision to cancel was entirely correct.

All best wishes,
Peter Higgs, Chobham.
Letter to Ian McGill:
Dear Ian,
Very sorry that the Pioneer Run® had to be cancelled, we had to abandon our journey on
Saturday as we had eight inches of snow; Steve Jenkin up in Coniston had a good fifteen
inches and Harold Butterfield a similar amount.
We have decided to donate our entry fees to the Club; we decided that we had all had an
enormous amount of fun over the years and hope this will go some way towards the colossal
amount of money you must have lost. Let us hope that many others follow suit.
We all think you made the right decision, many riders are of advanced years and riding in
such conditions would have been extremely dangerous and this could have threatened the
event in future years.
On behalf of us all we thank you and your team for all the hard work which it takes to
organise the event - all WE have to do is make sure we are still here next year.
Kind Regards, David Earnshaw, South Yorks.
I am totally appalled at the decision to cancel this year's Pioneer Run.
Conditions were never going to be so bad that roads would be blocked and the excuse that
ice was forecast was very poor.
We've had several ice warnings in the South-East this year and even in the deepest part of
winter they have not slowed up traffic at all.
You can't help thinking that commercial considerations such as Profit and Insurance were
the main reasons.
Profits would probably be down with a reduced attendance and Insurance would have been
worried about SMCC being sued if someone had an accident.
Neither of these is a good reason for disappointing committed enthusiasts from all over the
world who look forward all year to the most important event of the calendar.

Tony states that “Conditions were never going to be so bad that roads would be blocked
and the excuse that ice was forecast was very poor” and that “ice warnings in the South-East
this year and even in the deepest part of winter they have not slowed up traffic at all” I can’t
see how Tony can complain about the cancellation of the Pioneer Run when he cancelled the
long run on last years‘ Garden of England (GofE) Run because “on Saturday the weather was
absolutely foul and Sunday’s forecast wasn’t good” (see page 18 Sunbeam News Issue 858).
Being July, the absolutely foul weather being referred to was rain not ice or snow. However, I
managed to ride from Bexley to Headcorn, complete the short run and ride back home without
experiencing any rain.
Surely arguments about experienced motorcyclists making up their own minds as to
whether or not they can cope with the conditions apply equally well to the GofE Run and the
Pioneer Run®? The GofE Run is not on the same scale as the Pioneer Run® in terms of the
number of riders, importance in the motor cycling calendar or international prestige. However,
some GofE riders may well have been disappointed that the long run was cancelled without
prior notice, but occasionally such decisions are inevitable in our climate.
Yours sincerely,
John Hodson
Hi Julie,
I just wanted to contact you to say how disappointed I was for all the organisers of the run.
Us competitors were equally disheartened by this news and from my side it was a particularly
frustrating end after the slog I went through to get my BAT back into shape for the run today.
I have yet to finalise the runs I will be taking part in this year but I hope to hook up with you
again soon at one of these events on my BAT.
Kind regards,
Lawrance Chretien, London



We are all experienced motorcyclists who have covered thousands of miles in fair weather
6
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Pioneer Book, and the inaugural 'Old Crocks' Trial

That Sunbeam Name…..

Hallo Baz

Letter to Sunbeam Editor

Congratulations on a fine effort in pulling
together a most interesting read. I was
interested to see the programme from the
1914 Streatham and District MCC run, and
especially to note the name of the entry
secretary: Graham Price.

There has been much discussion on the Sunbeam name and how it is affecting the
attraction of new members who own different makes of motorcycles.

I recognised the name, as he was a rider for
the local make P.V., who were based in, and
named after Perry Vale, in Forest Hill which
was about half a mile from GP's home.
To my knowledge, he owned and rode at
least two P.V. machines, pictures of which I GV Price, number 45 with his PV machine at Betchworth
station participating in a trial run by Streatham and District
attach: a 1912 (or so) v-twin (probably the 60 MCC Photo courtesy of Mortons’ Archive.
x 76 430cc JAP), and latterly an ABC-engined
model, which was covered in the press at the time.
Interesting that he must have rubbed shoulders with some pretty big names, given that a
Tessier and a Collier are also listed on the programme.
His family ran a well-known grocery store in the area, and I believe his father contributed to
the building of the Methodist Wesley Hall in Sydenham.
He seems to have been a keen entrant of various trials, by mid 1914, he had 'defected' to
BAT - all the way up the road in Penge - and took part in the Six Day's Trial that year.
By late 1914, he had enlisted as
a Dispatch Rider. I made contact with
a relative, who gave me a copy of
transcriptions of his letters from the front,
which make interesting, not to say moving,
reading.
By 1916, he had joined the Royal
Flying Corps as an Observer (air gunner)
in 6 Squadron. He got his commission, but
was shot down and killed on 9 March 1916,
an obituary appearing in the blue 'un.
His father had Royal Academy member
Frank Salisbury produce a portrait of him,
which appears to be largely based on a
motorcycle photo.
All the best,

So should the Sunbeam MCC find a new name to let others understand its intentions and the
fact that all Pre-40 motorcycles are welcome? That’s a hard question and it will be even harder
to adapt that famous name of Sunbeam, to incorporate the explanation that other marques
are more than welcome. What about? Pre-40 and SMCC, or Vintage SMCC or...........? Yes I
have tried to think of many other variations but all as bad as the ones just mentioned! Peter
Donaldson’s idea of just SMCC seems the best compromise...... possibly? In the end I think
it will be down to advertising to promote the eligibility of all makes into the Sunbeam Club.
Is there another answer to this problem? No just a good reason for it, I think.
If you consider today’s old bike enthusiast, he or she will quite often have several mounts
at their disposal. This is because motorbikes are addictive and you just cannot stop yourself
from buying more, even though you can only ride one at a time. So now today’s enthusiast has
a Veteran, a Vintage, a Post Vintage and one Classic bike in his stable. But! That enthusiast
also has a 25 year old BMW or Japanese multi which he probably uses in cold weather or
saves for those ‘100 mile plus runs’ on the bike. Especially if he needs to travel more quickly!
Then a dilemma appears! What club should he join? Should he join multiple clubs and try to
give his support to all of these? No! He joins the Vintage Motorcycle Club that has a rolling
25 year rule and also caters for his really old bikes as well! That is one reason why I think the
VMCC is so successful. It’s not just in the name!
Confession time! I am a trials rider on a 1938 Ariel, who has recently bought a 1936 Norton
18 road bike. Oh and I have a Velocette Viper Clubman owned since 1972. A 1970 T100S, just
sold my 1972 TR6, also have a ‘converted to trials’ Tiger Cub. My wife Sue has a 5TA Speed
Twin and a BSA B40 road bike. My son has my old 1949 AJS 18C Trials and a Sammy Miller
framed Honda TL150 trials, plus an Ariel Sports Arrow, plus an Ariel VB, plus a modern BMW.
We have two sidecar chassis between us and one single seat sidecar.
Dave Blanchard

Editor’s Note: Streatham MCC still holds trials,
would anyone be interested in resurrecting the
Old Crock’s Trial in 2014, one hundred years
since the inaugural run?
GV Price with his BAT.

2013-04 Sunbeam Club News (19-04).indd 8-9

Maybe another theory might be that trials riders are mostly local boys and girls, so join a
club that is based in their county, even though they might venture into forin’ parts at times.

Is there a kind ‘Sympathetic Club’ out there who will take us all under one wing?

Nick Smith

8

On the trials side of the club this does not appear to be a problem, apparently? So whether
a trials rider competes on a Pre-65 or modern mono shock bike, the Sunbeam name does not
get in the way or deter that individual from joining or continuing to be a member. How can this
be? Trials riders have precious little time for conversation before an event as they prepare the
bike and themselves for an early-ish start time. Also at the end of the trial riders are loaded up
pretty smart for the journey home. So how does the word get around that the Sunbeam MCC
is not just for Sunbeams? History must play its part, especially competition reports in those
Blue and Green’ Uns that we all loved and cherished so much, way back in yore. So that’s
where all my pocket money went then! I did wonder?

The Max Motor Cycle
Dear Editor,
Regarding the article on the Max Motor Cycle for the Club News, I notice that a Max Motor
Cycle is mentioned in the British Motorcycle Directory by Roy Bacon and Ken Hallworth.
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Below is what they say about the Max:
"Max 1907-1909
Late in 1907, Johnson and Phillips of Charlton, Kent produced a 2hp motorcycle of the early
scooter style. Thus, it had small-diameter wheels but no seat, the rider having to stand on
footboards to control the machine. The engine pulley was geared down to allow the use of
larger belt-pulleys. It appeared at the Stanley show on the Louis Burn stand and by then had
gained a folding seat, but failed to make a lasting impact."
Johnson and Philips were engineers and electricians based at the Victoria Works, Charlton,
South East London.
I wonder if Claude Johnson of the Bexhill Kursaal and Johnson of Johnson and Philips are
the same person?
Regards,

I do and also wish to ride in trials find themselves at an enormous disadvantage. There are
those who may feel it is no longer worth trying to compete and stop entering bringing about
a reduction in genuine classic bikes appearing. Those who do enter find courses are being
designed to accommodate the more competitive modified machines which then can also be
a deterrent to entering. Classic trials bikes are intended to be competitive off-road machines
and without them being ridden in trials competitions much of their interest would be lost.
Attempts to specify just what modifications would be acceptable without losing a bike’s
essential character or specification are fraught with complications. I believe that at least in
theory such specifications are in existence although I have failed to find them and as far as I
can see these are not upheld by entry conditions or applied by scrutineers. I do not think, in
any case, that one could expect organisers of events in practice to enforce such specifications
which then could lead them having to exclude competitors even on the start line which in itself
could be counter productive to the whole movement of classic trials and not acceptable.
I fear for the future of what classic trials bikes that there are still out there.

John Hodson
Who was Laurie Fenton?
As some of you will know I am the Wilkinson marque specialist for the VMCC. So you will
understand that I am interested in anything Wilkinson. Part way through 1912 there was
an article in Motor Cycling that as Wooler had not got facilities to manufacture their bikes
Wilkinson were going to take on the task and make them at their Acton factory and the
bikes were to be called the Wilkinson Wooler. In a November issue Wilkinson had an advert
advertising their TMC and also the Wilkinson Wooler on stand 22 at the show at Olympia later
that month. The advert gave a good illustration of the Wooler clearly showing its most unusual
rear sub frame and suspension.

Spectators attend classic bike trials in considerable numbers. They are enthusiastic to see
how well the older bikes perform. They are however, I am sad to say, being conned because
too many machines bear little resemblance, certainly inwardly, to the machines they were
when they left the factory and the spectators have no means of comprehending the difference.
They are not seeing what they think they are seeing.

Now to my interest in Laurie Fenton, Laurie rode a 1912 Wooler in 14 Pioneer runs from
1950 through to 1965. I have a very good photo of the bike at the end of a Pioneer run, year
unknown. The registration number is H948.The bike is not the same as that illustrated in the
advert, perhaps a prototype?

I fully believe that veteran motor cycles would not have retained their undoubted interest
there is in them if it were not for the Sunbeam Club’s scheme of certification of authenticity
and registration. This has secured these machines a place in history and while events such
as the Brighton Run are held to show them off doing what they were intended for their future
is assured. For classic trials bikes the situation is much less certain. Perhaps a pilot voluntary
certification scheme? The Sunbeam Club would have the expertise to run it but maybe the
Vintage Club or the A.C.U. or whoever organises championships could produce a scheme.
Once a classic trials bike has been seriously modified it is virtually impossible to return it to
the original. Who then is even able to know what ‘original’ means and be able to recognise it?

So who was he and did he have a connection with Wooler? The registration is from
Middlesex so did he live there? And of course where is the bike now? Lots of questions!
There is a Laurie Fenton award in the Pioneer run so he must have had some standing to
present an award.

There are no simple remedies to the dilemma but unless something happens to resolve it
there will soon be no trials bike honestly being able to claim to be ‘classic’. Without timely and
appropriate action yet another species faces extinction. New builds will take over. These have
their place, but are mongrels!

So come on all you clever historians please come up with some answers, it would be so
helpful.

I am not here going to try to work out acceptable limits to modifications in any way though
this would have to be done in order to agree eligibility for registration. This conundrum would
have to be taken on board by those much more knowledgeable than myself. In order to have
a future, recognition does, I believe, have to be given to machines genuinely meeting and
abiding by limits.

On another matter I am part way through Baz’s book The Story of the Pioneer Run, super
reading so much information and some super photos. Well done Baz and all those who
contributed to make a very interesting book.

I am writing this as an open letter to the Sunbeam M.C.C. and would be very glad of a
positive response. In hopeful anticipation of this I do thank you very much indeed.

Regards, Richard Mummery, Faversham.
Classic Trials Motorcycles

Yours sincerely, Peter Higgs (5th March 2013)

Dear Editor,
May I ask whether the Sunbeam M.C.C. has a view on the dilemma facing classic trials
motorcycles?
If it is believed that their classic integrity is worth preserving, while in a situation where in
order to gain competitive advantage they are being adulterated by modification, modernisation
and non original specification then some organisation with clout and authority such as the
Sunbeam Club needs to act soon. Those who wish to retain the integrity of these bikes as
10
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Drive Belt Dressing

Rick Bailey

During the preparation of the 1914 TT500 Triumph for the season one of the jobs on the list
was the drive belt, which was slipping to the point that as soon as compression was reached
the belt would slip. After removal and giving the pulleys a jolly good clean and the belt a
thorough degrease in various propriety products and leaving to dry out along the radiator in
the living room it still slipped. So I resorted to my horticultural background and went to our
local tractor shop and bought a can of BD-90 Drive Belt Dressing thinking that if this can
restore drive to a 16hp Gravley cutting the rough stuff it should work on a 4 hp Triumph. It
certainly did the trick, and we’re now able to start it.
As it says on the can, BD-90 can be used on drive-belts exposed to the weather and is ideal
for farm machines, alternator and fan belts. BD-90 helps stop belt cracking and extends belt
life. BD-90 comes as an aerosol and can be used on rubber, leather, canvas, and most types
of synthetic belt material; all that for £11.33 including vat, see www.actioncan.com for more
details. It’s also stopped the squeal on our Transit fan-belt!

Saddle Recovering Service

Nick Smith
Any of our members in
the Kent or Sussex area
who need a pan-type
saddle re-covered could
usefully contact Derek
Bambling, at Brenchley
Saddlery.
He's just re-covered
a Brooks B170 saddle for
me, and made an excellent
job at a very reasonable
rate: it also came with
a nice guarantee, Derek
handing it over with the
words "any problems with
it bring it back".
Derek's usual trade
is in making and repairing
saddles for four-legged
use, but he also re-covers
old gun cases, and will do
any other leather-work.

The B170 is one of those saddles which is lined underneath as well as on top, and that
was done with aplomb. For padding, there's a choice of a material-type wadding (the original
was probably horse-hair), or a modern, waterproof dense foam, which is what is used on the
horse saddles. I went for this: it will do the job perfectly, and won't 'settle' with age. I had the
pan powder coated before handing it over as it needs to be waterproof for when the leather
is formed to fit. The Brooks badge is a reproduction from Bert Pol, in Holland.
Derek’s contact details are: Phone: 01892 722 112 www.brenchley-saddlery.co.uk and he
is based in Horsmonden.
12
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The complete Pioneer Run story from 1930 has not been told before. The book consists
of some 250 pages in A4 size on good quality paper, and has many rare photos in both
black and white and colour. The story traces the many changes that have taken place
over the years, from its early beginnings, the successes and problems encountered
and overcome. There are also stories told of rider experiences from the past as well as
appreciations by devotees of the Pioneer Run®.
It’s priced at £23 plus £6.50 p&p for UK or plus £10.00 p&p for Europe. World wide
postage on request. Order from Baz Staple, 18 Chieveley Drive, Tunbridge Wells
TN2 5HQ jennybaz.staple@gmail.com.
Sterling cheques to be made payable to Sunbeam MCC Ltd.
If you appreciate the Pioneer Run®, then you will value this book

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com

April - May 2013
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Kop Hill Climb 21st and 22nd September

Baz Staple

Motor-Cycling for Women

Julie Diplock

by Betty and Nancy Debenham (published 1928)
Yet again, Steve Brown has added another not to be missed
book to his growing collection of veteran and vintage
re-issues.

Tim Penn’s 1928 S23 Sports 500cc Raleigh and John Buckingham’s 1929 James model A1 Sports on the SMCC
stand at the South of England RealClassic Show at Ardingly. The James is the actual James factory road-test
machine for 1929, and the first James OHV 500cc V-twin.

The historic Kop Hill climb which did fade from view, has in the past years re-established itself
as a popular Mecca for motorcycles and cars.
It is both a place to advertise the club with our marquee and for active members to take part
in the interesting and renowned hill itself. Neither myself nor our showman John Buckingham
can make the date this year so I am asking for some members to come forward to transport
the marquee and erect it, as well as take part in the hill climb.
Our site is already booked and we just need a few helpers and entrants to make it happen.
It’s a great weekend so please support your club and Kop Hill. Please contact me, either email
jennybaz.staple@gmail.com or tel. 01892 535671

Local DVLA Offices

As might be guessed from the introduction, where Major
HR Watling waxes lyrical about fair daughters of Eve, this
is not a technical tome but a fascinating insight into the
social history of transport in the twenties and the joys of
motorcycling in the golden inter-War period. The sisters write
of their experiences, such as running out of petrol, the perils
of buying fuel from wayside cottages and tales of sidecars
coming adrift whilst descending Plynlimmon Hill, the highest
point in Mid-Wales. Much of the book concerns touring, with
advice about camping, boating and avoiding modern arterial
roads in favour of lanes and by-ways. Clothing tips for ‘road
girls’ include the choice of headgear and the advantages of the woolly hat or beret over a
leather helmet in the interests of one’s hair. Despite the quaint language of the period, many
of the tips are still relevant today, from the advice to start motorcycling with a smaller machine
to keeping one’s fingernails clean by digging into a bar of soap prior to any dirty work via the
unarguable statement that ’road sense is a mixture of imagination and concentration’.
As a facsimile copy it includes the original advertisements and it’s interesting to note that
most are specifically aimed at women. Manufacturers saw women as a target market, but for
whatever reason failed to make inroads, a state of affairs that continued for many years.
Dating from the first year that women attained equal voting rights with men, this is an utterly
charming book, and one that I am very pleased to find as I have been on the look-out for an
original copy for more years than I care to mention!
Republished as a quality hardback book with 116 pages, Priced at £14.99 plus £3.30 UK
postage or £5.54 European postage, it’s available from Steve Brown, 01684 567231 or www.
classicmotorcyclemanuals.com
ISBN Number 978-1-908890-04-7, published April 2013.

John Hodson

In the last SMCC Newsletter I mentioned difficulty I had in renewing the road tax for a
pre-1960 vehicle without an MOT certificate. This I had attributed to the fact that the date of
first registration of the vehicle was shown as 1983 and the V11 (Renewal Reminder) indicated
that an MOT test certificate was required. In early December I wrote to the DVLA at Swansea
on this matter, not having had a reply by early February I decided to visit my local DVLA
office. Taking along all necessary documents and completing the V112 form (Declaration of
exemption from MOT) I was soon issued with a tax disc by the friendly and helpful officer at
the Sidcup DVLA office. In answer to my enquiry as to why the V11 indicated that a MOT test
certificate was necessary the officer replied that this was probably because the paperwork
had not been updated in the light of the change in the law.
A few days after my visit to the Sidcup DVLA office I received a reply from DVLA Swansea
confirming that my vehicle qualified for MOT exemption. If you have a problem or query about
MOT exemption I suggest that in the first instance you call in at your local DVLA office, in the
hope that they are as helpful as the people at the Sidcup office.

The Postponed 75th Pioneer Run®

Geoff Morris

History unfolds before your eyes sometimes and that was what occurred at the weekend of
the proposed 75th Pioneer Run on 24th March 2013.
As Britain shivered in yet another week of prolonged low Winter temperatures (not to
mention snow), there were those hoping for a brief window of clement weather to facilitate our
annual trek to Brighton. Long before the 24th March forecasters were prophesying maximum
temperatures on the day of the run of only 2 degrees with more than a hint of snow and ice,
not to mention the penetrating wind chill courtesy of the arctic regions. As the days ticked by,
my normal enthusiasm for two hours perched on a swaying saddle had slightly evaporated
somewhat, but bolstered by hopes of a last minute improvement, I ministered to the bike as
usual with test runs and fettling , but the cold conditions curtailed even that.
I live just over five miles from Epsom Downs and waking early on Saturday 23rd I looked
out to a snow blanketed landscape – roads, gardens and roofs garlanded in a covering
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of snow. Picturesque, yes, but not quite what I had hoped. My first thoughts were ‘if this lot
hangs around and freezes overnight……’. Then around 8 a.m. I started to receive the first of
a whole flurry of ‘phone calls from mostly Surrey and Sussex old competitor friends comparing
notes on depth of snow and general conditions and asking if I could second guess what might
happen to the event which was then less than 24 hours away. Several said that they had
already made up their minds not to ride and others implied that they were not exactly looking
forward to the wintry blast ahead but they would start. But within minutes, in another phone
call, I received news that the Run had been cancelled due to adverse weather conditions and
that this announcement was on the club website. I have to say I was somewhat relieved as
knowing my circulation I doubted if I could ride more than half an hour without my hands being
frozen and fingers unable to operate the controls. I think it would have eventually meant a
trailer bound ride to Brighton for the bike. I know that one of the runs almost 40 years ago was
similarly bitterly cold (but not quite as severe) and I arrived at Hickstead ‘Little Chef’ halfway
stop frozen stiff and being helped off the bike!
But back to Saturday; fellow Sunbeam member Chris Ronalds from Littlehampton was due
to ride one of my bikes and had taken it home previously to practice. So I ‘phoned Chris as
he and his Wife Gail were going to stay with us overnight and I suggested that they still do
this and also to bring the bike back.
Before we retired for the night, Chris and I discussed going up to Tattenham Corner in the
morning. I had already e–mailed organiser Ian McGill in case help might be needed, as I
knew that he was going to be up there. After early breakfast we embarked for the Downs and
the garden thermometer showed barely 2 degrees when we left but I guessed that the higher
altitude of Tattenham Corner would see the temperature even lower than that.
What greeted us was a snowbound Epsom Downs and we could see a small knot of people
plus cars, the odd van and a few trailers with Pioneer Machines in the start area. There were
probably 25 or so people plus up to half a dozen veteran machines. Some people were aware
of the official cancellation but had optimistically brought their bikes up anyway. But it did seem
that the internet word had dissipated widely and others, anticipating possible problems, had
looked up the club website the day before. Two riders said that they were determined to ride
to Brighton, but in the time we were there we didn’t see anybody start as such. If they did I
hope they had good insulation as the temperature and wind really ‘nipped’ and I was glad
eventually to get back into a warm car.
Ian McGill was splendidly attired, hood and all, in a bright fluorescent jacket and had
dutifully been there since shortly after 6 am. He must have been perished! The 360 degree
panorama of the Downs looked like a scene from ‘Scott of the Antarctic’ and bleak was the
only word that described the scene. Ian was patiently chatting and explaining to entrants
(particularly our overseas friends) about the warnings received and the need for cancellation.
I should have mentioned that David Hodges was also assisting Ian in his sorrowful duties.
But, even if the run had been attempted in any form, the entry would have been very much
depleted because so many of our Midlands and Northern entrant friends were literally cut off
by snow conditions from reaching Epsom. It would unsurprisingly have been a pathetic entry
for this special 75th Run and I doubt if we could have mustered more than half the normal
numbers. Also don’t forget a number of people had already made up their minds not to ride in
such bitingly cold conditions. It would have been unfair, not to say unsporting, to even think
of going ahead because many that were keen to ride were literally trapped further North due
to road conditions and piled up traffic. It just wouldn’t have felt the same without our ever
enthusiastic ‘up country’ contingent and the event would not seem a level playing field.
I believe that the early decision on Saturday morning to scrub the Run was the only possible
16
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course of action as it turned out, because snow was actually falling when I was up on the
Downs the next morning. In the damp state that the roads were in, it would only have taken a
temperature drop of a degree or so to result in widespread ice on some hills. That additional
risk would have compromised both the safety and enjoyment elements that this event is
famous for. To expect Marshals to endure several hours of standing around in sub-zero
conditions for our convenience was also a big, big, ask for these unsung heroes.
So this was an historic occasion for all the wrong reasons and it is a shame that some
entrants (mercifully few) were caught out by the ‘knife edge’ turn of events. One or two of
the riders up at the start area seemed convinced that it was an overhasty decision to cancel,
but just think about all the people that wanted to travel down (entrants and spectators alike)
but physically couldn’t have made it. Yorkshire for example had widespread snow and drifts.
Somebody had to make a choice whether it was ‘on’ or not based on weather information
available and it was a course of action not undertaken lightly. It would not have been right
to have had a Run of any kind for just those ‘lucky’ enough to be already here in the South
where conditions were not quite as severe. Importantly had there been (to use a euphemism)
an ‘incident’ or ‘incidents’ due to frozen conditions then it might have set the event back a
long way. I am commenting as a rider with never any involvement in the organization but I
have completed some 40 Runs and the looming situation on the Saturday and conditions on
Sunday were unprecedented since 1930; as I think I have read every press report on the
event since then.
But we live to ride another day and that anticipated occasion will be the 75th Pioneer Run
in 2014. My thanks to Ian and his ever willing team who have provided so much pleasure in
runs past. I am sure there will be more!

The Alternative Run:

March 24th 2013

Julian Swift

We have been going to the Pioneer Run for 30 odd years, first to take my friend Robbie
Jardine and his NSU outfit as backup (fee, a bottle of The Macallan or Laphroaig malt whisky),
and having caught the bug, riding a veteran Triumph as well. My first Run was in 1989, the
year Luke, our youngest was born, and the challenge to get to Brighton soon laid down a habit
which is now fixed. We have never retired on the Run ever since and some of them have been
seriously difficult, due to rain and several times snow. We have had some near misses, but
got through after roadside repairs. Notable among these was some dodgy fuel, finding out the
need to safety wire carburettor components (after a 2 hour hunt up the road for the bits), and
being knocked off the Triumph by a modern Harley rider (who did not appear to realise it) and
having to repair the bike to carry on.
The whole atmosphere makes it an unmissable event for us. The whole family laugh about
the fun we have, specially the ritual panic the night before with solo machines being brought
onto the kitchen table for final fettling (Joanna’s idea! She thinks the ideal house would be a
kitchen with a large range and a workshop attached). Coping with bad weather and problems
with machines and traffic are an essential part of being pioneer motorcyclists. We have learnt
some interesting ways to get through heavy traffic on clutchless machines and how to be
patient and not blow our machines up. Wall Autowheels can be interesting to ride, with the
exposed flywheel prone to run along kerbs in Brighton and possible leave marks on cars that
cut you up. Above all we have found that vehicles looked down upon by some, like the Wall,
the common old Triumph and the AC Sociable, can be incredibly reliable.
Some of you will know that we have been doing the Run for some years on an AC Sociable.
After a few years with Luke as passenger, licensed at 17, he has done the run for the
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past five or six years, collecting one of the Youngest Rider awards most years since. I went
with him for a few years until he, as is the wont of the young, decided it was not cool to have
the AC lop-sided in photos due to my slightly heavier weight, so decided to take his friends,
then his girlfriend, instead of me. I thought I'd get another machine, but as I couldn't afford
another Triumph I reckoned if Val Davies could ride a Wall Autowheel for decades I could
too. So I bought Reg Ayres' bike and have done several Runs on it, and hopefully will do
more. Of course, nothing is that easy, and dirty fuel is not good so on one run I pedalled half
way to Brighton, arriving only just in time to get a finishers medal. Still I realised I had found
an excellent way to take of those few pounds which embarrassed Luke in the AC, so I have
become a fan of Wall Autowheels.
All the foregoing is just to set the scene. This year my son, Luke, and his fiancée, Josie,
decided to get married on the 23rd March. As usual in a large family (Luke is number six)
everybody was working fanatically on a family run wedding at a nice barn venue at the top of
Wrotham Hill (near Brands Hatch) given them by one of our customers. Naturally I thought
it would be a great thing to remember if they went on the Pioneer Run the next day, but
they wanted to get off on their honeymoon! So, with great reluctance, I decided that Joanna
and I would have a pleasant run down in the AC Sociable, rather than me enjoying another
Autowheeling experience. With all the bad weather reports we were worried that we would not
get the lovely pre-war straight eight Buick to the wedding but with much help from Ken Jenner
and Julian Hopper there was no problem and the do was a terrific success.
As the wedding was at one of the most exposed parts of Kent and had little snow we went
home to get loaded up to go to Epsom early next day with Tristram and Sam (son in law and
great nephew) and did not think to look at the e mails, where there was one to tell us the Run
was cancelled. The trip to Epsom from East Kent was easy, with little traffic, but we still didn't
think anything was wrong until we left the M25 and saw no early starters. At Epsom the sky
was seriously grey and the wind was arctic and snow was in the air but not laying. As soon
as we arrived we realised it was off as there were just a few vans and a dozen or so bikes,
some of which were being unloaded. Some muttering was going on and a marshal said the
Run was cancelled due to snow and ice on the roads, but we guessed it was more to do with
the very bad forecasts the previous day, and that it was with the best of intentions.
Anyway, with mutterings from our eastern European friends of "call this bad weather" in
our ears I decided we had come for a ride, so unloaded, bump started the AC as the oil was
frozen thick, and set straight off with Sam. He and I had taken a few hours from wedding
preparations to check the AC over and he had found the cause of recent slow hill climbing
to be a warped valve cap which we turned down, annealing the copper washers in the fire at
home. We decided to try premium fuel as a couple of years ago the fuel tank started to leak
badly, apparently under the influence of ethanol (isn't that the stuff that affects us as well?),
and as a result the AC ran very well.
We usually run with the screen folded as any wind resistance can result in over use of the
4mph low gear, but with the extra power and the freezing effect of the arctic winds we put it up
and kept going. My left hand is larger than my right so tighter in the glove and after a while it
was beginning to freeze up so I drove one handed a lot, not so dangerous as you might think,
the AC being tiller steered. The worst thing was that after a while my hat kept blowing off and I
ran for a while hatless. It wasn't until both of us realised we could not remember simple things
like "Pease Pottage" that we knew even our brains were freezing. Generally we were meeting
little traffic and Reigate Hill was negotiated with no more than the usual careful braking (this
particular AC has the optional extra of front brakes so has four brakes for three wheels) and
the climb out of Reigate the other side only caused a short spell in low gear. We had the usual
18
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waves from walkers and a couple of pubs had our usual motorcycle followers who leapt out
when they heard us coming with shouts and thumbs up. Our thumbs were frozen but they
stuck out anyway. Snow in the air but no snow or ice on the road.
At Pease Pottage we remembered how to spell it and did a circuit of the services to look for
Joanna and Tristram on backup but as they weren't there carried on anyway. We went through
Handcross and saw nobody and thought of Ian and friends who are supposed to be hard nut
riders and the word wimps came to mind. The AC was going so well we just kept going past
pub after pub, still seeing the occasional onlooker braving the cold until the concern for a
possibly frozen bladder caused me to look for a lay-by with a tree and a hill (for the unlikely
necessity of a push start you understand). After stamping and flapping around for five minutes
we were surprised to see the only other veteran on the road come by but that was the last
we saw of him. As we started to thaw out a bit a Danish chap, Svend Kusk, turned up with
two immaculate New Hudsons in his van who said he thought he'd come down anyway and
later met us at Brighton as well. As Luke’s new mother in law is Danish and the joint wedding
reception had a real country Kent/Danish feel about it we said we might end up seeing him in
Denmark one day. As he left Jo and Tris turned up so we were able to warm up properly and
top up fuel and check the AC over. They had been delayed shopping?? and had not seen us
pass after we had waved them on. We had come nonstop from Epsom nearly to Henfield and
they told us they had followed us at 40mph in places so the bit of fettling and the change of
fuel seemed to do the trick. Mind you she does like cold weather on a long run. Warmed up we
set off again and were soon into the outskirts of Brighton where the joggers were still out, just
bundled up like Eskimos. Virtually no traffic so when we came into Madeira Drive and parked
at the chip shop after a quick spin up and down to find any others we were very pleased to
find we had done the trip in record time for us of about 2 hours not including the stop.
We soon had some people around us asking if anyone else was coming and a single
marshal said we were the first. Jo and Tris came and got the tea and chips ordered while we
answered the usual questions about why the drive chain and the two speed epicyclical gear
go in opposite directions when stationary. Then a chap came up who usually posts flyers on
the finishers and was pleased to be able to put one on so he could go home and another chap
I think his name was Doug or Dave Ellis came and asked if we were the Run, I told him what
happened, and he showed us something he had found in his attic and asked if we knew what
it was. I said it was a late twenties or early thirties spare bulb carrier, a brass one complete
with bulbs and in very nice condition. He said "I knew one of you lot would know" and promptly
gave it to me as a prize for getting there! After lunch and more warming up (we did need it
as it took 2 more days for the fingers to stop tingling) we went to load up, wondering if our
Latvian, or was it Lithuanian, friends, were going to turn up.
Before we loaded a 1903 Rex forecar turned up ridden by a chap from Yorkshire who said
he saw us leaving Epsom and thought "let’s do it too" he taking about 3 hours to get there.
His machine had not run since the 1954 Run, I believe. He told us to our concern that his
passenger had met with an accident meaning the loss of an arm, but then he showed us a
very attractive mannequin dressed in a tweed jacket and deerstalker hat. Her legs came off
as well when she kept shorting the battery out on the coil ignition, he told us. Typical, isn't it?
Two out of 400 odd turn up and they might even be related. His name was Rod Farquharson
of Yorkshire and Joanna is a Findlay, part of the Farquharson clan! We did not see anyone
else at Brighton but they may have got there earlier or later.
So we had a great, if very cold, trip and enjoyed every minute. If you didn't get there why
not come on the Garden of England Run for a treat this year? We are doing a new route and
can assure you it is unlikely to snow!
April - May 2013
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Scenes from Epsom

Geoff Morris

Reminiscences of the 68th Pioneer Run®

Roger Higgs

19th March 2006
Those who know me will know I’m a Gas Gas trials rider and also, an occasional pre-65
competitor. The pre-65 trials bike I ride belongs to my father, Peter Higgs. He has now
accumulated far too many bikes for one O.A.P. to ride so I do the decent thing and ride as
many of them as I can for him. His real passion is for his three veteran motorcycles; two
1912’s and a 1913 triumph. The Pioneer run is all about motorcycles of this period and
recognises and celebrates the rapid motorcycle development and changes that were taking
place. All machines taking part were built prior to 1915 and, unsurprisingly, they share many
technologies with bicycles of the time. My father’s bikes incorporate moped like pedals to start
and the front brake has rod operated brake blocks acting on the wheel rim. The main effect
of applying the front brake is to set up vibration in the front end. I’m encouraged not to use
the front brake anyway as it wears the plating off the rim! On the other hand, the rear foot
operated brake is more businesslike. It consists of a ‘shoe’ acting on a v-section rim mounted
to the spokes. The engine is a SI 4-stroke single cylinder of 500cc with side valves and
develops a whopping 3½hp. The 1912 bike I rode has a single speed and the 1913 my father
rode has three-speeds (gearing via a three-speed Sturmey-Archer hub of course). Metering
of the air and fuel is achieved by separate levers on the right hand side of the handlebars and
there’s a foot pedal on the left for ignition advance control. Engine lubrication is a constant
loss system with the rider required to pump a fresh supply of oil into the engine every few
miles. Surprisingly, to me anyway, you don’t seem to forget to do this. Possibly this is because
when you ride these machines you are constantly pushing and pulling the controls to find
their optimum positions for the given driving conditions. This is a tricky business and I’m still
not really sure what I’m doing but it certainly keeps you busy as you whizz along at the dizzy
speed of 35mph. Rider comfort is adequately catered for by large 28 inch pneumatic tyres,
a sprung seat and a funny fork rocking arrangement at the front. Though road surfaces have
improved over the years the run still represents a challenge in terms of negotiating today’s
traffic with yesterday’s technology. This is particularly noticeable when setting off and braking.
Maintaining non-stop forward progress through anticipation is the name of the game.

A few hardy souls turned up by bike to spectate in the snow. The
indefatigable Ian McGill was well wrapped-up.

The day, for us, is split into three stages; the ride to the start, the run itself and the ride
home. The custom of riding to and from the event is now fairly unusual but this is how my
father has always done it. He has ridden in this event since 1960 and this was just my fifth go.
The day started from my father’s place in Chobham, Surrey, at 7am. We had a traffic free
ride to Tattenham Corner, Epsom Downs, for the official Run start. In the starting paddock
enthusiasts mingled and reminisced about the good old days, as they always do. They also
spoke about the increasing scarcity of spare parts. My father was trying to find a source of the
28° drive v-belt. Unfortunately, no one could help. It appears that to keep the bikes running
people are resorting to a 45° version. New tyres are another problem. Dunlop does still
occasionally make batches but there is a long waiting list. It’s no wonder therefore that these
machines get carried about more than ridden about.

1913 Victoria with 3 speed hub gear. Inset: snow gathers on the rear rack.

The 346 entrants were flagged off in groups by the Mayor of Epsom. We set off at 9am. At
around the half way point there was a very welcome free cuppa stop at Leonardslee Gardens.
Finally, for a short distance, we joined the busy A23 for the run into Brighton centre and the
challenge of dense traffic. There are no special traffic provisions made and to maintain the all
important non-stop forward progress I found the newly introduced bus lanes very handy, I just
await the fines!
The finishing line was down on Madeira Drive by the pebbly beach and all the bikes
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were lined up for display. We signed-off and picked up our finisher’s medals. The rest of the
family met us on the beach for a picnic, this was a great chance to relax and put on some fat
for the return trip. Frozen sandwiches were provided by mother; a gentle thaw in the sunshine
soon made them edible. Once all riders had arrived, or at least all those that were going to
arrive, various presentations were made for such things as the oldest combined bike and
rider’s age. Whilst the event and other entrants packed up for another year we topped up with
fuel and oil ready for the home leg. We arrived home just after 5pm after a perfect incident
free day’s riding. Previous years have been far more eventful with punctures, fork and frame
failures and all manner of bits and bobs falling off. We had covered 125 miles and consumed
less than two gallons of fuel each which I think is pretty good for bikes nearly 100 years old.

The Story of the Pioneer Run®

Baz Staple

A knock on effect of having to cancel the Pioneer Run this year has deprived those who were
going to purchase this book at either Epsom or Madeira Drive and consequently had a sales
reduction on the day.
However I’m pleased to say many disappointed prospective purchasers are sending in their
cheques and sales are going well. The print run was a limited one of 250 copies and over half
have been taken up already since the first availability in January this year.
You may not have been able to ride this year, but you can still read all about the history,
enthusiasm and exploits of riders past and present. Cheques made out to Sunbeam MCC at
£23 plus £6.50 p&p UK or £10 for Europe; please enquire regarding worldwide postage rates.
To get your copy send orders to Baz Staple, 18 Chieveley Drive, Tunbridge Wells TN2 5HQ

AGM at The Peacock Lodge, Newchapel

Julie Diplock

Paul Gander receives the John Grondona Memorial Trophy
from Marjorie, for his antics at Brighton Speed Trials on his
1914 Triumph – a ¼ mile in 33 seconds at 47 mph.

Dolly Tester is presented with the Len and Marjorie
Savage Ladies Award by Mrs Marjorie Ayers

Our president Mrs Marjorie Ayers presented the awards, well done to all recipients.
Presidents Cup - Jenny and Baz Staple

John Grondona Cup - Paul Gander

John Olley Cup - Stan and Joyce Emery

Trials Cup - Mike Holloway

John Neave Cup - Roy Plummer

Len and Marjorie Savage Cup - Dolly Tester

Club Nights at Chiddingly
These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, Tel: 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142

Future Dates
May to September
1st Thursday of each month, evening rides starting at 7.30pm from
the Six Bells, with Tim Penn in charge. Those who wish to stay at the Six Bells can have the
ever popular natter.
October onwards

Club Night Reports

Natter nights unless any other subject is suggested.
Baz Staple

March Club Night
Peter Sparkes and his friend Chris came all the way from Somerset to give us an extremely
interesting slide show of very early motor cycles and motorcycling. Fortunately Peter had
rescued these glass slides from the tip and has the enthusiasm and kindness to travel and
show these rare slides to enthusiasts like us. To make it all as authentic as possible the slides
were shown on an old magic lantern, suitably updated internally to throw a good clear image.
The club paid for the meals for these two stalwarts and made a contribution to their fuel costs,
which is all they asked for.
Baz and Jenny Staple are presented with The Presidents Cup by our President Mrs Marjorie Ayers.
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April Club Night
Phil Edwards of Wealdtech has put himself on a mission to achieve speed records over
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a quarter of a mile on electric powered motor cycles.
His first effort was to link 60 pre tested 12 volt lithium batteries to achieve a target figure of
14.99 seconds over the quarter mile at Santa Pod and surprised himself by getting 14.19 on
his first run, a speed of 90.88 mph, and after further tuning on the same day, upped this to
96.53, which gave him Fastest Time of the Day and a new UK record for electric bikes.
His ambition now is to build another special to take the world electric bike record by
obtaining a time in the order of six seconds using a power package of 570 capacitors giving
600 volts and 1000 amps.

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055

This project requires funding in the order of £100,000. He is getting sponsorships from
various large concerns – watch out for the name of Phil Edwards and Wealdtech.

Email: juliewarnes@aol.com

One other statistic, the tyres with a mere 5 – 6 lbs per square inch pressure grow by 3 to 4
inches at speeds around 200 mph.

Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR

New Members

Peter Donaldson

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:Glyn Bulloc (Kent)
Paul Bullock (Kent)
John Chatto (Buckinghamshire)
Dennis Grech (Kent)

SUNBEAM MEMBERS

Josette Grech (Kent)
David Kenningley (Merseyside)
Tom Snow (Sussex)
Tim Walker (Yorkshire)
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Members Advertisements

FOR SALE
1928 Model 8, Sunbeam, 350cc, OHV in excellent condition with magdyno and lights. Runs
nicely and ready to enjoy. £9,250. Please telephone for details
Peter Cox 01547 530546 bioventure@btinternet.com (Shropshire)

Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising.
Do mention the SMCC when contacting advertisers.

Norton Dominator. Very original and a recent concours winner £9000. Also a 1903
Motosacoche, on Pioneer register £11,000.
R. Hudson 01934 844546. raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk (Nth Somerset)

WANTED
New old stock or good second-hand 650 x 65 (26” x 2½”) tyres. These tyres fit a 21” rim,
unlike the present day Ensign 26” x 2½” which fit a 225/8” rim. Durandal made this size a
few years ago and would be ideal. Please look around and see what you have – this is the
only size that will suit. John Kidd 02843 751402 johndkidd@btinternet.com

B.S.A. pre WWII and WWI spares including 1915 and 1916 frames, engines of same period.
Also early 1920’s V-Twin gearboxes, V-Twin barrels and other items for Flat Tankers, also
B.S.A. Sloper Fly wheels, Engine parts and Clutch’s. Last but not least Sloper 4-Speed
gearboxes. Most of these items have been stored away for many a year.
If interested give me a call on 01480 469612 Ian Monk (GLOS)

Private individual wishes to purchase a solo Pioneer certificated machine to ride. Anything
considered, complete, non-runner or stalled project. Tel Laurie 01582 842337 (BEDS)

1914 Model D AJS 770cc V-twin. With Pioneer Certificate, acetylene lights and Bonniksen
speedo. £25,000 Details: 07917 873186 01242 513915 gill.windeatt@sky.com

Veteran Triumph frame or frame parts wanted. Ideally I am looking for a 1914 frame or
frame parts in any condition to start a 1914 TT bike project. Even a rusty wreck could be
re-tubed so anything considered! Paul 07776 140245 or paulg@go-faster.com

1938 Sunbeam A 26, believed to be quite rare. £12,000
01536 511532 spares@jampot.com

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.

Veteran V Twin Royal Enfield or similar machine with a clutch and a pioneer cert to use in
the pioneer run. Please ring 01257 271005 or email andrew185@btinternet.com (LANCS)
Sidecar fittings for Sunbeam 1924 Model 7, especially the front top frame clamp, plus
saddle. Also, magneto chain cover and gearbox sprocket for 1932 Lion.
Contact Mike on 07919 666818 or email mikecllc@hotmail.com
Villiers two-pole magneto without lighting coils. Coil plate has two holes for screw fixing to
crankcase and has patent numbers 139060-19 and 180240-21 marked on it.
John Hodson 01322 524567 johnh587@googlemail.com
Veteran Rudge parts please. Phil Haywood 01283 509562 humber349@aol.co.uk
Carburettor wanted to purchase or loan for a very short period for my Villiers TT Super
Sport engine. Tony Churchill, 01903 203395.
Clutch suitable for my 1914 Triumph. (PS still looking for 1929 Matchless Model X engine)
Julie Diplock, Kent. sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk or 01797 344277.
Veteran or vintage Sunbeam/Triumph 250/350 urgently sought for club events.
Kenneth Keer kennethkeer@aol.com or 01732 458628 (Kent)

1909 FN single, very complete, very original, shaft drive, with Pioneer acceptance number.
The machine needs the leading links, and inlet and exhaust piping finalised so is nearly
there. Price reflects this; £11,250
bioventure@btinternet.com or ‘phone 01547 530546 (Shropshire).
Two Deer Stalker Helmets in reasonable condition both are 6⅞1 flat-cap crash helmet, in
reasonable condition which is 6¾. Any reasonable offer accepted, and the money will be
going to a charity. Tim Penn 01444 232035
White & Poppe 1905 427cc solo. Single speed. Pioneer registered. Fantastic history back to
1907. Quick and very reliable veteran. Finished the last 20+ pioneer runs, even got a letter
for going too fast last year! With most of spare engine. Have owned it for 20 years, not too
worried if I sell it or not, so not cheap. You will not find another like it to compare £29,950.
Have too many running motorcycles. Alex Taylor. 01235 553574
Period riding gear: Blue tweed jacket, small size and brown spats. All good condition, £25.
Tony Churchill, 01903 203395. W Sussex.
Twin axle box trailer, body 8ft long x 5ft-1in wide, floor to roof 6ft. Bubble over tow bar for
storage, brake rods need attention. Jill McBeath 01428-712666. Guildford area.

1913 Humber 500cc engine or at least crank case and cylinder wanted URGENTLY.
Richard Mummery, 01227 751751 or sheila.mummery@sky.com
Villiers powered late 1920’s, 1930’s 250/350 with lights. Prefer oily rag/tatty, complete.
Could p/x for Mint 1968 MV Agusta GTL150, 1920’s scooters, Skootamota, Grigg, Autoglider
or 1905 White & Poppe veteran. Cash either way. Alex Taylor. 01235 553574
Lucas 6V MCR1 AVC Regulator Unit. That is the short early type only 3" tall. Whole unit
or just a cover and spring for conversion to electronic reg. This is the last item of a rebuild
needed, so please search your shed.
Colin Jenner 07906639661 Give a short ring. I will ring you back to save your cost.
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Obscure Makes:

Wearwell, Wolf and Wulfruna

John Hodson

The Wearwell Company was founded by the Clarke family in Darlington Street, Wolverhampton
in 1889. Established as an important bicycle manufacturer, in 1899 William Clarke ventured
into powered vehicles at a new site in Wolverhampton. A four wheeled vehicle powered by
two 2¼ hp engines mounted side-by-side was not successful. Following an agreement with
the Stevens Motor Manufacturing Company, Wearwell fitted their 2½ hp engines to heavy
duty bicycles. These machines were sold under the Wearwell-Stevens name. After display at
the 1902 National Cycle Show, Crystal Palace, sales were so buoyant that the price of the
bike was reduced to £40. A Motette powered tricycle was introduced in 1903 but this was
unsuccessful.

fitted with either a 6hp (770cc) or 8hp (996cc) JAP engine. Ignition was by Bosch magneto
and either an Amac or Brown and Barlow carburetter could be fitted. Drive was directly by
rubber belt or by Renolds chain via a two speed gear. Front brake was controlled from the
handle bars by Bowden cable and acted on the front wheel and the back brake was foot
operated on the belt rim. The tank, finished in green and gold, was of large proportions and
had an internal pump. The frame was made of best quality tubing and the saddle was low
in position. Aluminium footrests with rubber treads, 26 inch x 2½ inch rims with Hutchinson
tyres, front and rear stands, wide mudguards, a Lycett’s pan saddle and tools completed the
specification. The single speed models sold for £63-00s (6hp) and £65-02s (8hp) two speed
models sold for £73-10s (6hp) and £75-12s (8hp).

In 1905 the Wolf name was used on a range of sturdier and more powerful motor cycles
powered by a 3¼ hp Stevens engine. By 1906 there were twelve motor cycle models to
choose from with a range of engines and prices ranging from £37-17s to £44-2s. Tricycles,
both light and heavyweight were also produced; the heavy duty Carette had body panels and
a steering wheel. It was powered by a 6 hp Fafnir engine and shaft drive was via a two-speed
gearbox and clutch. Weighing 180kg the “car” sold for £94-10s. By 1910 the motor cycles
were typical of the bikes of the time. The Stevens brothers successfully rode Wolf machines
in reliability trials and speed events.
After the Wearwell Company went into liquidation, William Clarke purchased the Wulfruna
Cycle Company with the aim of continuing to produce bicycles. William purchased new
premises and reintroduced the Wearwell and Wolf names and briefly used the Wulfruna name
(from about 1914).
The production of low cost motor cycles continued and in 1913 a 2½ hp Wolf was on sale for
£23-3s. The engine had an overhead inlet valve, a magneto was fitted behind the cylinder and
either a Senspray or Amac carburetter was employed. Footrests, brakes, carrier and controls
were all of “approved pattern”. Pilot spring forks were used and 26 inch by 2 inch tyres were
fitted. A more expensive version of this machine, fitted with Sturmey Archer or Armstrong
gearbox, handle starting and large footplates, could be had for £31-12s.

1933 Silver Fox Motor Cycle

In 1922 William Clarke died and in 1928 the Waine family took over the Wearwell Cycle
Company (1928) Ltd. Horace Waine was responsible for production and design and Theo
Waine dealt with the sales side. They used Villiers engines of capacity 98cc to 196cc and
continued to make Wolf motor cycles until the outbreak of World War 2.
References:
Graces Guide, http://www.gracesguide.co.uk/Category:Motorcycles .
The British Motorcycle Directory, Roy Bacon and Ken Hallworth, The Crowood Press, 2004.
www.historywebsite.co.uk/Museum/Transport/Motorcycles/Wearwell.htm

1914 3½ hp Wulfruna Motor Cycle

At the other end of the scale, the 1914 Wulfruna catalogue includes a V twin motor cycle
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Off the Saddle

Peter Donaldson

I made a boo-boo saying that Mike Holloway was the person who had offered the loan of an
AMC machine to Paul Casling for the Talmag Trial. It was in fact Brian Humphries who lent
him the Matchless. Paul had never ridden a big British 4 stroke before, never even kicked
one over. He had a few seconds crash course on the ‘bike on the start line and went out and
won the Clubman Class in the event. He was really excited at the experience and enjoyed
said experience but whether he has had a “road to Damascus” experience only time will tell.
Brian keeps and prepares his machinery well and Paul got the best of experience on a proper
Trials ‘Bike.
Still talking of Paul, he came in as runner up in the Pre-67 class of the South East Centre
in 2012 and in the South Midlands Classic Trials Championship for 2012 came fourth. In the
Mike Kemp Classic Trial the Sunday after Christmas he won the Mike Kemp Award for the
best on a Villiers engine machine and a runaway first position in the Pre-67D Class. He really
has settled in well on that new DOT of his.
The Sunbeam Club ran the second round of the Year in the Star Group Championship
in appalling wet weather on Bagshot Heath North with Paul as the Clerk of the Course and
myself as Secretary of the Meeting. This will be reported elsewhere in this Club News.
In the first round of that Championship, in January, run at Hungry Hill, only Gordon Smith and
I were riding from our Club, both in the Sportsmen’s Class. Gordon came in fourth and though
I did finish I was attributed with retiring. However, I had a lousy ride in quite a good event and
had my score been properly recorded I would still have been well and truly in last position.
There were two good Trials action shots of our members riding in Jack Thompson Trial in
the last Club News. First is of Mike Holloway on his Chair outfit and can be seen on a loose
sand climb getting through a gap between two close trees. He is leaning in toward the chair
to miss a possible clump on the nut from the broken bough on his right, plus a need to pull in
the right side of the bar and push out the left whilst on some throttle to have the bar miss the
tree on their right, and also to help that sidecar wheel mount the leaning tree to his left. The
sidecar passenger is central with right leg on the footrest attached to the rear wheel spindle
to give maximum grip to the driving wheel on a loose surface and compensate for Mike’s
lean and also get away from the sidecar wheel keeping it light to mount that leaning tree. The
picture taken a few seconds later would show the wheel up at its highest level on that trunk
and the passenger having made a rapid transfer of weight outwards to stop the chair being
flipped, Mike will probably be further into the chair with his body as he turns the handle bars
quickly inwards and no doubt some increased revs to help stop that flip. That is how I read
that picture. The other is of Colin Hedges who lives down in Herefordshire these days and is
making a rare and welcome appearance back to the South Eastern Centre where years ago
both he and I were active members of the now defunct Eltham Club. Colin is easing himself
into a steep decline, his right hand is feathering the front brake lever and his left foot is lightly
on the rear brake. The ground is loose and soft so not too much braking, throttle will be closed
to tick over and he will not be too fierce on the brakes for fear of engine stall, and if you look
at his left hand he is extending two fingers to rest on the clutch lever for a move ahead. Look
at his eyes and he is looking down and to his right where there is either a sharp turn to right
or possibly a climb up to the right. For either he may want the engine out of drive momentarily
and lightly on brakes he is fully prepared for action there. And that is how I read that photo!
On Saturday 5th January we had the Chairman’s Lunch at a new location. It has for years
been held at the Cricketers Arms at Pirbright but after a few hiccups there in the past and
incredibly poor service last year, Ian moved the event to “The Shipley Bridge” near Crawley.
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It was an informal do and the food was very good. It appears to have been a great success,
though for those living towards the West of London more inconvenient in location, but to
people such as the Chairman, the Secretary and myself, more convenient. Location will
always be a problem, with such a spread out membership.
The following day took the Gas Gas down to Wainscott near Rochester for a Club Trial with
our Associate Club, Bexleyheath. A very good day out and a good course.
A fortnight on and the postponed Sidcup Sixty from the previous month was run and I was
doing a stint of observing. I had a difficult to observe section. Difficult in the sense that this
was a nonstop Trial and it was very difficult for anyone riding any but the yellow route to not
momentarily stop at some point. I think as a rider in these circumstances and admit to tending
toward marking as a flow of movement but it then has to be the same for all. I must have got
it basically right for even with a large entry had no disputes from riders. The Sidcup Sixty is
always one of the more difficult Trials of the year in the South East Centre but is popular with
the riders. At one point in my section the expert riders needed to cross a dip and climb out up
a bank with roots overhanging, very difficult even for experts. We laughed that the best way
to tackle it was to jump but firstly it was a fair old distance across and secondly the approach
side was lower than the far side. Then to everyone’s amazement, organisers included, a rider
succeeded and did manage to jump it, he crashed with a hell of a bang into the tree root
outcrop on the upside and relied on speed momentum to carry him on. Eventually several
times that was done successfully without anyone hurting themselves. Paul Casling was there
and won the over fifties Class, despite the fact he was riding a pre-67 model machine and was
up against worthy competition with lads on modern machinery. There were no other SMCC
members riding that day.
Two Sundays later was an annual favourite of mine, the CSMA Red Tape Trial. However,
this year our Club member Chris Brown was not involved. He is a first class Clerk of the
Course, and presumably without him in that position the Trial was badly supported with only
44 entries. (We had nearly double that number the following week at the same location and
ours was just a Group Trial). At the last minute the event was moved by the WD to Bagshot
Heath North where we were running the next week. There were four of us from SMCC, Paul
Casling who won his Class, Mike Holloway who entered on the day and was therefore not
counted in the results, Bernard Rodemark who did not start and myself. It was a four lap event
and was, despite Chris’s absence, a very good event. On the easy side I was riding quite well,
when toward the end of the third lap my cooling system developed a leak and blew hot water
all over my leg, I was well protected and carefully made my way back to the pits not wishing
to seize the motor.
In the annual Star Group Championship the final result showed SMCC in a bad light,
but that was through lack of riders representing us. Paul Casling rode four times out of the
qualifying ten rounds and won the Pre-67B Class each time. His great rides put him into third
position for the complete year! Neil Sinclair rode the Over-40s Class three times and got
seventh position for the year and once in the Twinshock Class. Neil always gets a good result,
regardless of what ‘bike and what Class. Others turned out occasionally; me included, and
picked up odd points. We really do need some more devotion to this Series; a decade ago we
won the Championship!
Last Saturday was the SMCC AGM. It was fairly well attended and I gave my membership
Report showing us to have dropped just four members on last year. This was not the disaster
it sounds as our devoted recruiters had to make up a loss of 11.9% of total membership lost
over the year, that is 57 members, and they made all but four of that figure. Motorcycle Clubs
seem to experience losses in the 9% to 10% range annually and we have an average 
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age of almost 67 years old. Therefore a slightly higher lossage is not too surprising as folk
retire from their interest in motorcycles. The previous year’s 480 members had been a record
membership for the Club for many decades.

Gordon Jackson Trial

10th February 2013

Peter Donaldson

“The Day the rains came down”, that song title describes what happened on 10th February
this year.
The Gordon Jackson Trial was Sunbeam Club’s contribution to the Annual Star Group
Championship. Including entries on the Day, we had a good entry of over 80 riders which
included 9 sidecars.
Before the big day both Clerk of the Course Paul Casling and his Course Plotter Geoff
Norris made several visits to Bagshot Heath North and had their course of 10 sections, each
with four separate routes and to be ridden four times, mapped out in their minds. Then on the
day before went down to lay it out. It was raining and the ground was very wet. The weather
forecast predicted rain that night and the weather to improve during Sunday. So they eased
back their planned routes for the sections and marked up.
When I got there at 8am on the Sunday, with the start at 10am, Paul was already out in the
rain checking each section on his DOT and with weather set to clear later in the day he came
back satisfied. But the rain did not stop and just tumbled down all day. We got the shelter
up, signing on table set-up and started to hand out numbers as fast as possible to avoid any
entrants being drowned while waiting for their numbers. At 10 am, instead of two per minute
start with odds to section one and evens to section six, Neil as our starter and steward did a
mass start sending them out all over the course and by 10.10 there was silence except for the
continual patter of falling rain.
As the day progressed the normally sandy heath terrain of Bagshot transformed into a sea
of mud, far worse than any of us long standing riders could remember seeing ever before
in decades of riding there. Of the 74 riders who braved the start 21 retired, too wet and
dishevelled. But no one actually complained, as all could understand what was happening
to the course. And of those that did finish all 40 sections the majority were full of praise for
a great days riding, for, though marks lost were on the whole high, everywhere remained
accessible and the sections possible to do, but difficult. That was the sign of a good Clerk of
the Course, Paul had allowed for everything except a duff weather forecast, and that in itself
can be in no way a criticism
The ”Expert” Course winner, Frank Bradshore, had an outstanding ride loosing just 26
marks, the next best Expert lost over three times as many. The ”Intermediate” Class was
won by Mark Watmore on 54 marks but only one mark ahead of second man, Len Hutty on
a 60 year old 350cc Matchless; to my mind the ride of the day! Of the seven ”Novices” who
started only three finished and winner was James Grist with 90 marks lost. The “Over 40 year
olds” was won by Gerald Budgen on 58 marks. “Over 50 year olds” to Peter Haines on 64
marks. ”Twinshock Class” went to Adrian Mountain on 69 marks. Geoff Cornes on his old 500
Matchless lost 115 to take the “Pre 67A Class” and Peter Hampton the” Pre 67B Class” on
80 marks lost. One must admire Derek Cranfield who won the Sportsman Class on 85, there
were eight starters in that class and only three finishers, and the other two were on well over
a 100 marks lost each, not a bad ride for an octogenarian! Then the Sidecar Class who only
did three laps, 30 sections. There were nine starters and all but one of the crews were experts,
with three crews coming from Bristol.

her two sons to enter the Sidecar Class, they had never ridden an outfit before. The driver was
17 years old and the passenger 14 years old. I told her we were not catering for Non Experts
in that entry, but she wasn’t to be deterred, her lads could handle solo bikes and had been
given the outfit by their uncle who was also to be there riding but on his new machine. Also
she and her husband would be on the course and the lads so much wanted to have a go. I
accepted the entry and gave her the best route to get from Bristol to Bagshot Heath. Well, of
the eight Expert Crews, three gave up, but the little lads didn’t. They tackled every section and
got through quite a few. At the end they both came and thanked me for allowing them to ride.
The cream on the cake was me handing them back their entry fee because the local BSSA
Club wanted to sponsor them. I think we could be hearing more of these two young Golding
lads in the future. The sidecar class was won by father and son team Kimbers; the son drives
and the father hops around the chair.
A very special thanks to our observers. Thank goodness that on such a difficult day, we had
a full house of good experienced officials, David Footman, Mike Holloway, Brian Humphries,
Neville Lewis, Tony Lloyd, Mark Mills, John Sapsard, Tony Sargent ,David Hamilton -Smith
and Paul Squires. Plus of course, Carol and Fiona Casling on the Signing on Table and that
old stager Neil Sinclair keeping an eye on us all!
A very successful event despite the “Duck Weather”, a duplication of a few rider numbers,
down to me, but got cleared up to everybody’s satisfaction. An event that our Clerk of the
Course, Paul Casling, and his friendly side-kick, Geoff Norris, can be proud of, they had done
their best in the worst of conditions and the riders appreciated the efforts. The trial got the
thumbs up at the following Star Group Meeting.

RW Wagger

Julie Diplock

Geoff Wagger sent in this photo, which is of his father R W Wagger competing in May 1949 in
an SMCC event where he won Best BNMCC member. The bike is a 350cc BSA first registered
on 24 July 1947 in East Sussex to Beamish Brothers of 123 Gardner Road Portslade, Sussex.
RW
Wagger
also
competed in the SMCC
Southern Trial in October
1947, where he appears
in the programme together
with
GW
Beamish
and B Markwick as the
Brighton and District MCC
team. He also won best
sidecar in the Sunbeam
Mid-Summer Trial, no
photo and no date but it
would have been in the
late forties or early to
mid fifties, Geoff has the
trophy for this.
Geoff is trying to track
down who the BNMCC
were, can anyone help?

I had a phone call during the week from a very earnest mother who asked if we would allow
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2013

Romney Marsh Classic Bikejumble:
10am Sunday 26th May

Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.

12th May

Ixion Cavalcade

Bexhill, East Sussex

Pre 1940

13th-17th May

Shropshire Mid-Week

Church Stretton

Pre 1940

26th May

21st Conyboro Run

Chiddingly, Sussex

Pre 1940

Contact - Dave Masters (01424- 211873) davemastersis@hotmail.co.uk
Contact - Bob Nix (01664-454396) nixr@supanet.com

at Hamstreet Nr Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD (A2070 10-miles M20 J10)

Romney Marsh Classic Show & Bikejumble:
10am Sunday 7th July
Free entry for pre-booked exhibitors: Enquire for details.

Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 22nd September

Contact - Charles Smith, Tresillian, Waterhouse Lane, Kingswood, Surrey, KT20 6LF Tel: (07802 468109)

9th June

Contact - Ian Young (01453-810929)

19th Rose of the Shires Run

Stoke Bruerne
Northants

15th – 22nd June

30th Welsh Week

Aberystwyth

23rd June

Dick Little Trial

Bagshot South

Contact - Colin Bentham (01761-241516)

Pre 1931

British Pre
1967

14th July

27th Garden of England Run

Headcorn, Kent

Pre 1940

21st July

3rd Bangers and Steam

Hamilton Arms,
Stedham, Nr Midhurst,
West Sussex

Contact - Tony Lloyd (01737-555413) aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com

One, two,
three or four
wheels

4th August

Try Out Trial

Billingshurst,
West Sussex

Pre 1967

11th August

51st Graham Walker Run

Beaulieu, Hampshire

Pre 1940

31st August

Gingerbeards Trial

Horsmonden

National

1st September

Greybeards Trial

Horsmonden

National

14th September

5th September Challenge

North Yorkshire

Pre 1931

15th September

6th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1931

15th December

Southern Experts Trial

Daventry, Northants

National

Contact - Neil Sinclair (07885-660939)
neil.sinclair@uk.g4s.com
Contact - Ian McGill (01293-771446) acsociable1@sky.com

Contact - Neil Sinclair (07885-660939) neil.sinclair@uk.g4s.com
Contact - Neil Sinclair (07885-660939) neil.sinclair@uk.g4s.com

Contact - Alec Thompson (01751-431478) alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk
Contact - Ian McGill (01293-771446) acsociable1@sky.com

Contact --Chris Mawer (01525-384962) christopher.mawer@tiscali.co.uk

Got an e-mail address?
Why not subscribe to the SMCC Newsletter? It’s e-mailed every two months, contact
sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk to subscribe.
34
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South of England
SuperBike Show
10am Sunday 28th July

Closed
to Club Pre 1931

Contact - Neil Sinclair (07885-660939) neil.sinclair@cotswoldfield.co.uk

Contact - Neil Sinclair (07885-660939)
neil.sinclair@cotswoldfield.co.uk

All events with free BikeMart for buying & selling complete, private
machines and cheap garage clear-out stalls:
Enquire for details.

Sunbeam Club News

For classics of the seventies, eighties & nineties

South of England Showground,
Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL

South of England

Show Sunday 13th October

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL
ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE

01797 344277

www.elk-promotions.co.uk
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Madeira Drive, Brighton

Julian Swift

Julian Swift’s 1912 AC-Sociable and Rod Farquharson’s 1903 Rex Forecar at Madeira Drive, Brighton

Scenes from Epsom

Geoff Morris

A very original (and original finish too) Rex. It started and ran well which pleased the assembled onlookers.
A really well built and reliable early veteran.
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